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The development of charity, from traditional to modern, from individual to 
organized and professional, is not only the intrinsic need of maximizing  the effects 
of charity resource allocation, but also  the reasonable choice  to avoid all kinds of 
charity disputes because of asymmetrical information . At the end of 2016, the 
turning and widespread concerned Rolle event, and the split, confused and emotional 
consensus reflect that Chinese individual charity is developing but suspicious. If let it 
go, it will destroy the common ground and emotional base of professional and 
individual charity - the love of the society. Based on this, this article starts from the 
Rolle event, answers the macroscopic trend of individual charity by theory, 
international references and logical reasoning. 
First of all, this paper affirms the necessity and absoluteness of individual 
charity. As  two different expressions and two stages of development of love , 
individual and professional charity not only share the same root, but also  
complement each other and improve mutually, effective  charity supply cannot work 
without the complementary of  individual charity . Moreover, the individual charity 
(the freedom of seeking help and the freedom to give) is not only the right given by 
the constitution, the civil law and so on, but also one of the important contents of 
freedom in the market economy. Secondly, this paper reveals that the industrial 
society and civilization make the geographical and blood kinship that individual 
charity based on disappear, the obstacle and completely random individual charity 
has serious problems in the stranger society, it has to face dilemmas from many 
aspects including information, moral, legal, and cognitive and resource, it works 
ineffectively, causes constant disputes and advances difficultly. Finally, this paper 
indicates that individual charity could "simple and be happy”, as long as the factors 
of professional charity escort for it and the systemic integration of individual and 
professional charity is accomplished. For example, to build a unified, transparent and 
efficient  supply and demand platform for individual charity , to provide professional 
supervision  for healthy development  of individual charity; to improve modern 
charity awareness of the society,  to provide professional intrinsic growth gene for 
individual charity. 
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